A novel predictive model for capturing threats for facilitating effective social distancing in COVID-19
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ABSTRACT

Social distancing is one of the simple and effective shields for every individual to control spreading of virus in present scenario of pandemic coronavirus disease (COVID-19). However, existing application of social distancing is a basic model and it is also characterized by various pitfalls in case of dynamic monitoring of infected individual accurately. Review of existing literature shows that there has been various dedicated research attempt towards social distancing using available technologies, however, there are further scope of improvement too. This paper has introduced a novel framework which is capable of computing the level of threat with much higher degree of accuracy using distance and duration of stay as elementary parameters. Finally, the model can successfully classify the level of threats using deep learning. The study outcome shows that proposed system offers better predictive performance in contrast to other approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION

The research study about the future transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 is a very active open research topic today [1]-[4]. A time-series data containing information’s about the Human coronavirus OC43 and Human coronavirus OC43 with associated cross immunity factors are getting used for building models to predict the transmission. Studies shows that many episodes of severe pandemic wave are yet to be seen, therefore social distancing is must till 2022 [5]. Even in the event of outward purging, SARS-CoV-2 observation should be maintained because a rebirth in infection could be possible as late as 2024. Therefore, the social distance is the mandatory requirement to be adopted for many years to come. Another dimension for human survival is country economic health, for that the activities of business need to be resumed at earliest. The full-fledged functioning of the metro and its satellite towns like Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, and Bangalore. at earliest is a need of an hour, but balancing the act of full-fledged operation of these cities with social distancing demands some adoptable techniques which is more practical. This research proposal aims to extends the study in direction of “social distancing-oriented information sharing mechanism” on the basis of the crowdsensing technique. In the very first phase pandemic, a serious lockdown was imposed in India and even after a conditioned unlock process, emphasis was given on the social distancing, even though the trend of the infections and died people has increased. The majority of affected countries have adopted social distancing measures in the first pandemic phase, which have been worsened by the increasing trend in the number of people infected and died. The Table 1 shows the illustration of the statistics. Table 1 highlights the current statistics of the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) on the people.
Thereof, irrespective of the unlocking process, the social distancing is required for a prolonged period to avoid the possibility of re-infection: i) effect of social distancing: the negative trend of the GDP, loss of Jobs, changes environment of society, and scope of entertainment collectively has already impacted the socio-economic balance. The impact of prolonged social distancing will be incalculable from other ill effect on the physical, mental and economic health of the mankind [7]-[10]; ii) rationale of the solutions approach: the use of smart city technology especially mobile crowdsensing could yielded a feasible solution to make the success of the quarantine that does not impact on the decline of the economy. The technology namely mobile crowdsensing works on the data collected from the massive number sensor devices.

At present, the mechanism of the social distancing is carried out individually by using Arogya Setu mobile application. The application has certain advantages i.e: i) it can perform live detection of any user coming in contact with the infected user using Bluetooth, ii) it get updates from national healthcare authorizes with region specification. However, it has certain pitfalls too viz: i) it does not offer live tracking of the user over map although it uses global positioning system (GPS), it shows by distance and not with respect to time; ii) the outcome of infected person keeps is uncertain as it completely depends upon the report uploaded by health official, where there are also cases of negative identification; iii) it does not carry out any predictive operation; and iv) it does not offer any customized solution of social distance rather it shares similar template of information to all users. Therefore, the proposed system develops a novel framework which is meant for contributing the social distancing by the user by tracking more information details live on their handheld device. The organization of the manuscript is as follow: section 2 discusses the existing approaches followed by discussion of identified research problem in section 3. Proposed research methodology is discussed in section 4 while system design is briefed in section 5 and result discussion in section 6. Summary of the paper is provided in section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

At present, there is certain attempt of research being carried out towards social distancing. The work of Mason et al. [11] has used a virtual reality technology in order to frameup a new concept of social distancing using AI. Adoption of the Wi-Fi has been reported towards alerting the individual in transportation system for enhancing social distancing concept as seen in work of Oransirikul and Takada [12]. Wiberg [13] have carried out an investigation towards both social and physical distancing. The work of Milne et al. [14] has used a stochastic model towards maintaining social distance while boarding transportation system. The work carried out by Nguyen et al. [15] have discussed about various enabling technologies towards social distancing. The work reported by Cristani et al. [16] has carried out a study towards social distancing using visual approach, which is a non-invasive analysis approach. Importance of mobile media towards social distancing is investigated by Brandtzaeg [17]. The work carried out by Pejo and Biczok [18] has implemented game theory in order to formulate better decision making in wearing mask as well as social distancing. The work carried out by Punn et al. [19] have developed a scheme for assessing social distancing using object detection and tracking concept. The work carried out by Rezaei and Azarmi [20] have developed a framework which can perform assessment of risk associated with COVID-19 using a new idea of social distancing. A closer look into various attempted approach of social distancing shows the adoption of artificial intelligence [21]-[24], machine learning [25], [26], game theory [27], [28], different variants of neural network [29], [30] when it comes to controlling the pandemic situation control.

3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

It can be seen that there are certain dedicated attempts towards working on social distancing; however, there are certain problems associated with it viz: i) existing approaches of social distancing is basically carried out considering static set of data which is less practical; ii) adoption of various sophisticated operation in order to perform the identification of risk; iii) higher dependency of the pre-defined research environment in highly controller manner, which is less practical. Apart from this, there are some dedicated studies carried out using machine learning approach; however they have not been assessed or investigated with respect to COVID-19 case with higher threat. Hence, there is a need of a cost effective and precise computational model which offers better computational efficiency as well as they can be implemented in practical environmental scenario. The next section discusses about the solution to address the identified research problems.
4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The proposed study aims for developing a novel and simplified scheme towards controlling the pandemic situation of COVID-19 by offering a predictive outcome of the threat to the user. The proposed system is implemented as a combination of the handheld device where the framework for aggregation the contact information is carried out and cloud server where the predictive operation is carried out to let know the user about their personal level of threat. The study area chosen for this research project will city of Bangalore, where for the mobile crowd sensing the raw data generated from the accelerometer, GPS, network connectivity, camera, or microphone along with the social network traits, will be considered as these hardware sensors are embedded in mobile devices. The insights extracted from these data analysis may include the followings:

- Limitations of the freedom of movement of persons
- Opening to the public unauthorised premises, establishment and areas of worship agglomerations, among others
- Identification of groups and communities that are vulnerable or especially sensitive to the pandemic
- Identification of shortages and supply of basic resources
- Prediction of areas of potential contagion for reasons of large influx, presence of diagnosed cases, and lack of socio-health measures
- Creation and provision of a real-time report of observations and suspicions of COVID-19 by the population
- Facilitate access to social network data on the epidemic for the scientific community to support artificial intelligence, simulation and epidemiology.

The possible digital data of an individuals can be collected from the sensors of his smart’s phones, wearables, social medial platforms through the open artificial intelligence (AI). The system shall aggregates the data and push it into the analytical format to the analytics unit where various analytics to be performed to get various insights and those insights should be update to the monitoring or controlling authorities and finally publish it into the social sites along with the real-time alarms to the respective users. The location of the study is Bangalore, Karnataka, India. The anticipated outcome of study is a unified design architecture for the realization of the application which can be implemented first as a prototype and later in real time scenario. Therefore, the scope of this research is to arrive a well-documented realizable architecture of an application to enforce social distance in real-time scenario. The proposed study also offers a relevance to future strategies. The architecture will a well-crafted blue print of a crowd-cum social data sourcing based social distancing mechanism which can be customized for small society to the town to the nationwide movements of economical movements along with social distancing so that physical health and the economic health of the nation is maintained during and post pandemic era. The architectural diagram of the methodology adopted for the proposed system is shown in the Figure 1.

![Architectural diagram of the tentative methodology for the proposed system](image-url)
5. PROPOSED METHOD

The system design of proposed study is shown in Figure 2 which consists of essential actors of the study i.e. i) a handheld device for user, ii) cloud services with storage servers, and iii) medical authorities. The proposed system could use a simplified android app (Arogya Setu) where the user enrolls their details. A Bluetooth is used for this purpose to represent its presence where the environment of broadcasting Bluetooth signal will consist of an arbitrary identity with respect to a trusted handheld device where the enrollment details are hosted over the cloud services. The system resists unwanted monitoring of the handheld device by altering this arbitrary identity after specific duration of time. All the incoming signals from the Bluetooth in proximity are sensed by the registered handheld device of user which is consistently in listening mode. In this process, the system senses the signal strength of the Bluetooth signal and all the instantaneous time with respect to the contact with other users. Apart from this, the GPS location of the user is also tracked which is only enabled by the permission set mutually by the user. The system facilitates a preliminary assessment of the threat upon counter interacting with others user.

An active communication channel is used for forwarding the aggregated data autonomously by the handheld device to the cloud server in order to next level of threat assessment. A real-time procedure is used for carrying out this data transmission where various wireless communication systems including internet connection can be used for the transmission of the sensed data. Any confirmed case of COVID-19 by the national database system is further updated by national medical authorities. The accurate outcome is obtained by using particular algorithm which is hosted in the cloud server. All the contact and medical history of the user can be then accessed by the medical officer up to specific period of time where the data is retained associated with the vulnerable user. This process allows the cloud service to compute the level of vulnerability using predictive algorithm of all the direct contacts of the vulnerable user along with their current location, which is not present in existing Arogya Setu app. All the contacts are then notified by the proposed system as per the level of threat and offer an elaborated guidance to countermeasure the existing threat. One of the interesting contributions of the proposed system is the exhibits of all the contact as well as all vulnerable users to upscale or downscale their social distancing.

5.1. Formulating social distancing

The proposed system emphasized on the spatial distance between two contacts as the prime parameter to formulate a new measure for the social distancing. The proposed system makes use of the received signal strength indicator in order to compute the effective social distance between any signals which comes in the range of the Bluetooth. Hence, the proposed system make used of signal power and spatial distance in order to formulate social distancing which is mathematically expressed as (1).

\[ \tau_{\text{rec}} = \tau_1 - \mu \tag{1} \]

In the mathematical expression (1), the first variable \( \tau_1 \) will represents received signal power empirically represented by decibel-meter. The second variable \( \mu \) will represent a product of loss parameter and logarithmic function of spatial distance between two contacts within the proximity of Bluetooth signal. The study considers 1 meter interval as the received signal strength indicator and distance of 15 meters is considered in the form of spatial range.
5.2. Prediction of threat probability

The proposed study constructs a simplified mechanism in order to compute the probability of threat (higher degree of infection) with respect to specific user. The proposed system carry out this predictive modelling on the basis of contact period between the two signals along with the spatial distance between two users using probability concept. The proposed study empirically assumes (2):

$$\text{Prob}_{\text{dist}}(d)=e^{-cd} \quad (2)$$

In the mathematical expression (2), the variable c1 and d represents positive network coefficient and distance. The above expression is formed for assessing the various degree of fluctuation of all the possibilities of getting in communication radius of user with reported threat of positive COVID-19 case. The above mentioned distribution of the predictive data is characterized by the minimization of all possibility of getting infected with maximization of the two contacts. It will mean that this formulation will yield a necessary social distancing required to be maintained by the normal user when they come in contact with the COVID-19 positive case. Hence, the proposed system computes probability of variation in the identification process considering contact period and it is mathematically expressed as in (3).

$$\text{Prob}_{\text{per}}(\text{per})=\Delta e^{-c2\text{per}} \quad (3)$$

In the mathematical expression (3), the variable c2 and per represents the positive network coefficient and period when two user comes in contact with each other. The computation of this probability attribute will yield distribution of the probability characterized by maximized feasibility of getting closer to infected user with more period of contact. Figure 3 highlights the pictorial presentation of tracing the contact.

Figure 3 highlights the contact between user-a and user-b with the presence of user-a in r-tier and user-b located in (r+1) tier. The picture highlights dis_{ab} as the distance of contact between two users as well as per_{ab} period between two users in contact. The proposed system compute the probability that the user-b can get infected from user-a by obtaining a product of these probabilities indicated by $\text{Prob}(\text{user-b}, \text{user-a})$ along with the cumulative probability of obtaining an exposure to the infected user $\text{Prob}$. The mathematical expression for this probability is as (4).

$$\text{Prob}(\text{user-b, user-a})=\text{Prob}(\text{user-a}).\text{Prob}_{\text{dist}}(\text{dist}_{ab}).\text{Prob}_{\text{per}}(\text{per}_{ab}) \quad (4)$$

The mathematical expression (4) computes the probability of getting one user when they come under a specific range and stay within that range of the infected user. However, the proposed method considers medical condition of the user apart from period and spatial distance if the user chooses to share this additional information with the application. The proposed study consider this as $\rho$ which contributes towards probability assessment represented by $\text{Prob}_\rho$, which is mathematically represented as in (5).

$$\text{Prob}(\text{user-b, user-a})=\arg\min(\text{Prob}(\text{user-a}).\text{Prob}_{\text{dist}}(\text{dist}_{ab}).\text{Prob}_{\text{per}}(\text{per}_{ab})+\Sigma\text{Prob}_\rho) \quad (5)$$

In the mathematical expression (5), the study considers presence of specific number of additional contributory medical information. This additional information can be obtained from social network application as well as Whatsapp messaging service. The proposed system constructs a framework which uses Bluetooth signal as well as location information of the user. The idea is to track the complete information about the distance and period of contact. The proposed system develops a computational framework which is initialized with enrollment of user where email-id, address, mobile number of the user is stored. The user will be prompted to add additional medical information which is optional for the user in order to carry out an effective prediction of the status of threat for the user for COVID-19. Once the enrollment of the first time user is over, the framework is required to be running on the background of all application in user handheld device. The proposed framework also ensure that private information of the user to be maintain as a secret by the user by configuring the privacy setting especially the location information of the user. This framework assists the Bluetooth signaling mode along with monitoring mode while they operate simultaneously. The signaling values of the received signal strength associated with the Bluetooth in proximity is assessed along with the location information from the GPS with timestamped data captured on ease scanning. This information is stored in the handheld device of the user. Apart from this, cumulative duration of the contact for the entire handheld device in the proximity is also read. This forms the aggregated data using various technologies supported by the handheld device of the user. After the availability of the network connectivity with sufficient channel capacity, this information is forwarded to the cloud server. The next part of the implementation is to subject the aggregated data to the data analytics module which make use of deep neural
network which is currently a dominant technology in machine learning. The prime motive of using deep neural network is mainly to confirm the accuracy of the threat computed by the probability in proposed study. The proposed system can easily assume that there will be massive generation of the identified threat from the proposed threat assessment and identification system. Hence, it is further required to offer more precision to confirm if the threat is actually lethal or is an outlier. Apart from this, it is also necessary to perform classification of the form of the threat.

In the proposed system of data analytics as shown in Figure 4, after the incoming aggregated data is fed to the neural processor, the transformation operation is applied for all the levels of aggregated data in order to obtain an abstractive data with highly compact representation. In the process of threat identification and classification of COVID-19, the raw input of the aggregated data is formulated in the form of matrix where the initial layer of representation performs threat abstraction followed by encoding the information. The second layer further performs composition followed by encoding of the edges of the network. The third layer performs encoding of all the primary contact information along with duration of contact, while the fourth layer perform identification of actual threat. In this case, the processor is equipped with national medical database to represent the actual medical representation of level of threats. Prior to giving a predictive outcome by the deep neural network model, the outcome of the processor is cross-checked with the standards of the medical condition to finally offering the classified outcome of higher threat, moderate threat, and low threat score. The proposed study makes use of probability theory in order to express the final outcome and assess their threat significance. The next section discusses about the outcome obtained from proposed system.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses about the outcome obtained from the proposed study. A framework is developed in MATLAB where the received signal strength is considered to be at interval of 1 meter and spatial distance of 10 meters. The readings of the received signal strength indicator are considered for 50 times for all the position within a range. A prototyping of mobile application is designed using android development toolkit, which runs the mathematical expression discussed in prior section. All the data are extracted and forwarded to cloud server which host the data analytical module using deep neural network.

The study outcome is validated by comparing with three conventional predictive approaches i.e. artificial neural network (ANN), support vector machine (SVM), and k-nearest neighborhood (KNN). The assessment is carried out using 4 appropriate performance parameters i.e. energy consumed by the handheld device, usage of RAM, accuracy of classification, and processing time of complete approach as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5(a) highlights that proposed system offer less energy consumption for the user handheld device as compared to other predictive approach. This is because of faster learning and classification operation carried out by deep neural network in proposed system, whereas the process of learning and error minimization is too much iterative in existing approach. Similar justification is also for the outcome of Figure 5(d). Figure 5(b) highlights about memory performance. It should be noted that the proposed study has been assessed on 64 GB internal memory handheld device. The memory dependency only till the aggregated data is not forwarded to cloud server. The application does not store any intermediate information
in its memory and hence it is quite lightweight applicable for any form of handheld device. Figure 5(c) highlights about the accuracy performance of proposed system. Owing to its independence from extracting significant feature from the aggregated data, deep neural network is found to be ideal for this condition as it does not need any form of feature to perform classification. Rather, it is capable of extracting its own feature to offer significantly higher accuracy performance. However, learning time is quite high for SVM which leads to increased consumption of processing time in Figure 5(d). Apart from this, ANN has always an uncertainty towards the learning process while KNN has the dependency of quality data to offer increasing accuracy. It also has higher memory dependencies. Therefore, on the basis of the mentioned results, it can be said that the proposed system offers not only a cost effective predictive operation but also highly accurate predictive outcomes. Hence, from this perspective, proposed system offers better alternative compared to using the existing mobile application of social distancing.
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Figure 5. Analysis of comparative analysis: (a) energy performance, (b) RAM usage, (c) classification accuracy, (d) processing time

7. CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed about the simple and cost-effective mechanism of modernizing the concept of social distancing slightly different and innovative manner from existing applications. The contribution of the study are viz: i) unlike existing Arogya Setu mobile application, this application considers duration of contact apart from the proximity distance, ii) the proposed model considers GPS based tracking system in order to find the current location of infected person which cannot be found in Arogya Setu mobile application, iii) different from Arogya Setu, the framework considers information from social networking application for facilitating better precision, iv) the proposed model is capable of applying deep learning towards the aggregated data in order to offer better classification of level of threats, and v) based on the classified outcome, customized social distancing norms for individual is sent as an alert whereas in existing system Arogya Setu just make of same template of alert for everyone.
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